
Soup 

 

After a while we began erasing  

Our own history so we could  

Smile with others while the pain 

Stood present. We entertained  

Our future assassins, while we  

Drank and ate their poison. We  

Participated fully in our killings. 

More and more so easily. For  

Victoria Day we could hear the  

Sounds and the power of the jets 

Breaking the silence of a quiet sky.  

New history and the same old story. 

 

  



One Day While I Was Drowning 

 

I was out there in the deep alone  

And drowning. I could hear men  

Laughing at the ducks. I could see 

Men in boats passing and drinking. 

The sun was out shining before noon, 

And I was out drowning, seeing ducks  

And men and taking in water. I could  

Also hear the frogs and insects. I was  

Still slowly sinking, and thinking loudly 

What the hell really have I been doing? 

Thinking too I am dead without writing. 

 

  



Daunting  

 

Moving on. Traveling, our  

Poor souls in longing. We  

Are the homeless. Conscious 

And put out. We with lots of  

Nothing. We talented with  

Little and nothing and still yet  

Losing. It is not our world, and  

We cannot change it. We walk 

On, moving on from place to  

Place, wandering, and being  

Spat at for not having, for not  

Have made things make sense. 

We the sense makers stripped. 

Naked. Being dripped, squeezed 

Out. Being used as sample bags. 

Exploited, and collected as clowns. 

The world turns about us supposed  

Brilliant minds and radiant privilege. 

We are the muscular talented idiots. 

We the ones who must turn tricks  

For the masters’ comfort. Hung. Naked. 

  



A Safer Place 

 

We look at the world about us 

And what we see and hear are 

Ghosts. They haunt us with grim  

Stories of murderers and assassins. 

We hear the mourning and wailings 

Of ancestors. The land speaks back  

And reminds. Where is a safer place? 

Visit restaurants and cafés unwanted. 

Unwelcomed. Thieves never want you  

To know what they have stolen from  

You. They hide, or they flaunt it. They  

At times will wear your blood and organs 

Upon their vests before the eyes of their  

Victims. They taunt claiming innocence. 

They taunt claiming ignorance and not  

Knowing or meaning. Taunting with blood. 

And like feathers we are floating out to sea.     

 

 

  



Philosophy 

 

I am here. I am present  

And I am me. Being me. 

Something tells me to be 

Radical but loving. Tells  

Me to watch my back for  

Something else is coming. 

Tells me to be cautious… 

Tells me to listen and be  

Free. Warns me to be free; 

Of Jesus and the Maccabee. 

  



Distracted 

 

In many minds and moving. 

Thanks for being in the noise. 

Thanks for chipping away at  

The psychic granites of our  

Time. The more chips at times 

The harder it gets and yet it  

Crumbles inside. The more we  

Hit and the longer you stop is  

The more the granite comes  

Back. You hit from the sides  

And you hit from the top. Hit  

From the bottom and different  

Angles until the Leviathan drops. 

The revolution lives in empty cans  

On the side of the roads. It lives 

In ants, mosquitos and fire flies. In 

The bakers dozen and milk bottles; 

In cows and sheep, ticks and fleas; in 

Leaves, trees; in flowers and in breeze.   

  



Under A Sweetsop Tree 

 

Sitting by a grave. There is  

No abstraction. There is no 

Reason to fib. The people  

Are dying. Suffering. There  

Are marks and scars of hunger; 

And living death-hopelessness 

Impressed into their fleshes.  

Into the fleshes of mothers and 

Their babes. The poverty deepens.  

It is near wild, manufactured mad, 

Something ingested like poison, 

A crying out for higher liberation. 

There is no answer, but from the  

Ones who speak with high collars. 

The imprisoned spirit is one of  

Danger. It cannot find itself beyond 

The obscene and beyond madness.  

It is contained, screaming for freedom. 

  



Story of the Sea 

 

In the morning they say 

you must never turn your 

back to the sea. She never 

forgets and may even come 

in to get you. There are land  

and air spirits who live with  

the sea. Some are sweet and  

others are crude and vile. They  

from time come together like we, 

for lives, blood, breath and sacrifice. 

 


